
DISSENT FROM PURITANISM

Every society constructs what one scholar has called a â€œperimeter fence,â€• which sets the boundary between
actions and beliefs that are acceptable and those.

As each side came to believe the categorization they had shaped to define their opponents, they hardened their
own stance in ways that must have surprised anyone who had observed the dialogue and tolerance that once
categorized the affairs of the colony. Disappointed with the Pilgrims, Williams returned to Massachusetts,
settling in Salem, where he preached unofficially and continued to express radical ideas. In their attempt to
follow the example of the ancient Israelites, the Puritans directly applied the practices of ancient Israel in their
commonwealths. Philip Henry ed. The Puritans in Massachusetts banished a number of dissenters including
Roger Williams, who later founded the colony of Rhode Island, and Anne Hutchinson, who later moved to
Rhode Island. She asked simply: "If God has predetermined for me salvation or damnation, how could any
behavior of mine change my fate? The sermon was the most influential form of communication in New
England, and the Bible was the main source of sermons. Axon ed. Greaves, Bunyan and Nonconformity, p.
Quoted in J. The issue of women and veils was debated in the Boston church and evidently resolved against
the requirement. This he refused to do. Bozeman therefore uses instead the term precisianist in regard to the
historical groups of England and New England. The settlement of Massachusetts presented the colonists with
their first opportunity to decide what views and actions were acceptable and to prohibit what was not. They
were one of a number of nonconformist dissenting groups that emerged around this time. In her trial she
argued intelligently with John Winthrop, but the court found her guilty and banished her from Massachusetts
Bay in  He felt more comfortable with the Plymouth Separatists Pilgrims , but his drive to push the quest for
purity ever further soon worried the colonists there. Winthrop helped to create a middle way that was broad
enough to save Cotton and others who had originally dabbled in the controversial views. The Familists
believed that Niclaes was the only person who truly knew how to achieve a state of perfection, and his texts
attracted followers in Germany, France, and England. Quoted in D. Swedenborg himself did not call for a new
organization, but for profound theological reform for the existing churches. John Clowes and Rev.


